
IELTS ACADEMIC WRITING TASK 1 AND 2 SAMPLES BAND 8

Recent IELTS Writing Test (Task 1 & 2) with Band 8 Sample. by IELTS years of their children. Such support is vital for
academic achievement.

To cite an example, my niece got terribly ill with tape worms after playing with my dogs last year. Give
reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or experience Write at
least words. Also, their pets, specifically dogs, require them to stay fit by needing to go for regular walks each
day. Also the writer has a tendency to be repetitive. It follows clearly from the previous paragraph which has
highlighted these two countries. A marriage relying solely on money might rapidly disintegrate in the
unfortunate event of the money running out. However, I believe that both love and money should be
bouncetogether in any marriages. This paragraph demonstrates an excellent knowledge of the required
grammar and vocabulary. To summarise, marriage without either money or love could come to an unfortunate
end. So I believe that they both make their own contribution to a merry family. BODY 2 Much information
requires payment to be produce and maintain. Therefore, love and money should stand together in marriage,
even though their contribution might often be somewhat unequal. In contrary, a marriage relying on love
would sometimes come to end when they could not earn money to carry out family duties such as paying bills,
buying food, etc. Firstly, it is because love is such a glue to connect two persons which have their own lives,
become one. The key to solving environmental problems is for the present generation to sacrifice their
convenient way of life for the sake of future generations. The figure at night for cities and rural areas was 1
million. Clearly, love should be the foundation of any marriage. These are just two, key reasons why marrying
for love should always be encouraged. Noise pollution caused by trains affected slightly more people in cities
compared with rural areas, at 10 million and 8 million respectively during the daytime, and 8 million and 6
million respectively at night. Approximate score for Grammatical Range and Accuracy: Band 6 or 6.


